
PRESENTATION



Since 2010 developing expertise in 
the conception of architectural and 
technical lighting.

Each project has fully customizable options 
in terms of dimensions, finishes and formats, 
to fit the most complex arrangement, from a 
commercial space to a residential or even 
a corporate area.

Permanently focused on the excellence of 
improving design solutions, Begolux presents 
versatile and adequate architectural lighting 
solutions with high aesthetics and functional 
components.



CORE BUSINESS

Begolux has its core business established in the 
manufacture of luminaires for indoor and outdoor 
lighting projects. 

In an increasingly demanding market, Begolux 
stands out for its national production, from 
the idealization of the luminaire to the final 
product, ensuring a competitive advantage of 
reduced cost, without neglecting the quality and 
excellence of the piece.

With a short lead time, the company ensures 
efficiency and speed in processing the order.



“CREATIVITY INVOLVES TWO PROCESSES: 
THINKING, THEN PRODUCING.” 

- LINDA NAIMAN



PRODUCT RANGE

Architectural lighting design urges for different 
possibilities when incorporating the perfect light 
in each project. 

The available collections were developed to be 
able to adapt, allowing a highly customization for 
each project. 

Each range is composed by products with several 
possible applications, to ensure you have the 
design  needed and are able to combine them.



SCALA CAFFE

Located next to the ocean, Scala Caffe is 
one of Begolux’ most recent projects.

This project aims to enhance the simplicity 
and timeless characteristics of its pieces, 
giving the space a sophisticated and 
welcoming atmosphere. 

Its amplitude allows the combination 
of different luminaires, creating a 
harmonious space.  





RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

INFINITY 
TRIMLESS



INFINTY XSLIM 
WITH REFLECTOR

SUSPENDED

BEAM



CORPORATE PROJECTS

INFINITY
ROTATIVE WALL



INFINITY SURFACE
WITH THREE-
PHASE TRACK

INFINITY XSLIM
WITH REFLECTOR

SUSPENDED

INFINITY XSLIM 
FLAPS 

SUSPENDED



EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS

INFINITY XSLIM
TABLE



INFINITY 
BOARD

INFINITY  
FOR TRACK



COMMERCIAL PROJECTS

INFINITY MARKET
SUSPENDED



CIRCULAR CURVE 
TRIMLESS

TRI SURFACE



LYCA FISSURE
SUSPENDED



LOBBY PROJECTS

 INFINITY XSLIM
TRIMLESS



SAN SEBASTIAN

HEXAGONAL
SUSPENDED



VISIT THE SHOWROOM 
AT PORTO, PORTUGAL

https://www.instagram.com/begolux/
https://www.facebook.com/begolux/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/begolux/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.bimobject.com/en/begolux
https://g.page/begolux?share

